
 Farm-
ers Although the Gritty Sisters Soapery business is a relatively new 

business - officially launching in January 2021 - the endeavor has been 
in the making for years. The unique expertise that each of the three 
sisters brings to the table provided fuel to ignite the passion project 
turned beneficial side gig. Together, the trio has developed, designed 
– and is currently marketing – a series of soaps that are functional, fun 
to use and vegan-friendly. 

Whether it’s helping out at the Downtown Farmers Market or  
participating in fun videos on TikTok, sisters Shannon, Lauren and 
Erin engage the whole family in the fun. You can also even see the 
college-aged children in the family (and their friends) modeling the 
products on the Soapery’s website, GrittySistersSoapery.com. On the 
website, the team asks a thought-provoking question designed to help 
shoppers hone in on their soap preferences: Are you a gritty, or are you 
a pretty?  

The “gritties” get their name from texture. “I’ve always 
loved putting the gritty – the exfoliants – into the bars,” 
Shannon explained. Meanwhile, the “pretties” are smooth-
er, and often feature vibrant swirls of bright colors. At the 
Gritty Sisters’ booth, market visitors will also find shower 
scrubs, frosting – a whipped moisturizing product that 
can be used as body wash or shaving cream – and scented 
sprays. 

The sisters get creative with their products, blending a 
variety of flavors and scents from local products that they 
use daily in their homes. And, they’re always adding to 
their repertoire. 

“We like to experiment,” Shannon explains. “At first, we 
thought we would have 10 different scents that we would 
always have on hand, but then we found that was just limiting creativity.”

“We have quite a few standards, but we’re always creating something new. And we try 
to be funny with the names that we call our soaps,” Lauren adds. They laugh while they 
share an anecdote about how grapes that had been thrown out inspired a new soap 
called “Dumpster Grape Wine,” which has been a big hit.  

And, if you don’t see the scent or scrub of your dreams? They’ll take requests. In fact, the 
trio is crafting a Sandalwood and Coconut soap based on requests fielded at the Down-
town Farmers Market. 

Inspired by four children in the family who are going off to college, the sisters have also 
created soaps with the logos of popular colleges in the area.  This allows teenagers and 
young adults to show off their college spirit with pride and soap, and also appeals to par-
ents who want to send along thoughtful (and functional!) care packages. As promoted on 
the website, the personalized soaps come in bundles of five or ten, and are guaranteed 
to promote good, clean fun. 
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